
Correct Score Market 2-0 
Inplay Scalping Strategy



Correct Score Market 2-0 
Starting Scalping Strategy 

This strategy is based on finding strong home favourites who 
are in form scoring goals who have a good chance of being 
dominant in the game.

Then when the game starts in the first minute when the 
favourite is playing at home you would place a BACK bet on the 
2-0 for your chosen stake.

The 2-0 is normally the best score line in the correct score to 
scalp as the odds tend to drop quite well from kick off and if 
the favourite scored you will still be in a reasonable position.

We can keep an eye on the in-play stats on Bet365 to ensure 
that the favourites are dominating position and trying to score.

You only do favourites playing away if they are really playing 
well away and at home plus are only bigger teams in form.



Correct Score Market 2-0
Closing Scalping Strategy 

Once the correct score moves into profit you are happy with, 
for example, 2% to 6% then cash out and bank the profit.

If a goal happened to be scored by the opposite team then 
your stake is lost unless you recover by taking up as many 
score lines as possible getting ahead of the game by 2 goals 
or more all showing a green profit and or you can use the 
under/over goals markets to place a back stop.

Although you should only be in the scalp for a short amount 
of time around up to 15 minutes usually or until you have a 
profit you are happy with, but if things start to move against 
you or the market is to slow then cash out and find another.

You can do small stakes and build up slowly, as although it 
would make the profits smaller they are still nice to have. 


